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The Problem - Gait disturbances and Falls
“Given their frequency and consequences,
Falls are as serious a health problem for
older adults as heart attacks and strokes”
(Dr. Mary Tinetti, Yale University, January 2011)

More than 30% of adults 65 and older fall each year
Falls are the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in older adults
Falls in the elderly are a huge burden on the health-care system

Our Solution – The V-TIME System for training of safe walking capabilities
 A Multimodal Treadmill training augmented with virtual
reality designed to address both the motor and cognitive
aspects of fall risk.
 Unlike current solutions that challenge either the motor
system or the cognitive system, V-TIME works on both
systems simultaneously, leading to more optimal results.
 The system can be adjusted to each user’s needs, delivering
personalized treatment.
 Developed by leading researchers in the field of gait,
cognition, and falls research.

International, Multicenter Clinical Study
A randomized controlled trial comparing a
combined treadmill training and virtual reality
(VR) intervention with treadmill training alone
with 302 participants aged 60–90 years at high
fall risk. The participants had a 45 min session,
3 times per week for a period of 6 weeks.

6 reasons why the V-TIME system is a
good solution for gait disturbances & falls
The V-TIME system was medically proven in
a large randomized controlled trial showing a
significant decrease in fall risk, following VTIME training.
The motor-cognitive intervention provided
by V-TIME implicitly presents obstacle
negotiation strategies in a complex, enriched
environment that requires focused attention
and planning.
The system can help with a variety of health
conditions involving gait disturbances such
as: aging, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, post-stroke, multiple sclerosis and
orthopedic problems.

The average rate of falls in the group that
trained with the V-TIME was reduced from
11.9 to 6.0 falls over 6 month follow up.
Moreover, in this group, falls were reduced
by 42% more than in the group trained with
treadmill alone .
Importantly, obstacle negotiation abilities,
functional balance and gait, and quality of
life also significantly improved.

The V-TIME system can be used in a variety
of environments such as: hospitals, clinics,
rehab centers, nursing homes, fitness centers
and in the home environment.
The system can be adapted for fit every
patients needs.
The system is user-friendly and easy to handle
and the participant like using it.

The V-TIME System:
The trainee walks on the treadmill while a
motion capture camera records his feet
movements. These images are projected
to the trainee in real time on a screen in
front of him, enabling the user to see his
feet walking within the simulation.

More Info
• https://youtu.be/U8-DXksYKZ4
• http://www.v-time.eu/
• http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0
140-6736(16)31325-3/fulltext
• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24786944
• http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1310/tsr140645
• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21106702
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